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WHAT’S NEW

•

Manitoba is located on the original lands of the Anishinaabeg, Anish-Ininiwak,
Dakota, Dene, Ininiwak and Nehethowuk peoples, and the homeland of the Métis.
Visiting Manitoba means travelling through Treaty 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 Territory and
through communities who are signatories to Treaty 6 and 10.

•

Etymology
The name Manitoba is derived from the language of Indigenous peoples. It means
“straight of the spirit” from the Anishinaabe or “Lake of the Prairies” from the Assiniboine.

Qaumajuq

Journey to the Floe Edge

More Beluga Bonding

The world’s first gallery dedicated to Inuit art
opens in March 2021 at the Winnipeg Art Gallery.
Qaumajuq (pronounced Kow-ma-yourk) means
“it is bright, it is lit” in Inuktitut. It will feature a
three-storey visible vault to display the WAG’s
13,000-piece Inuit art collection.

New tour offered by Churchill Wild brings guests
up close to Arctic wildlife in a setting like never
before – the floe edge on Hudson Bay in April.
Daily expeditions to catch glimpses of polar
bears, Arctic foxes, wolves and more on the
ice. Cultural activities include igloo building,
snowshoeing, and soapstone carving.

New to Lazy Bear Expedition’s menu of summer
tours: AquaGliding gets visitors nose-to-nose
with belugas via a foam mat tethered to a
Zodiac that floats among pods of the curious
creatures. A catamaran tour allows guests to go
below the water’s surface to view whales from
large windows.
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•

Population (2016 census)
1,278,000 in Manitoba
778,000 in Winnipeg metro region

•

Natural Regions
Tall grass prairie and aspen/oak parkland in the south and west; Precambrian boreal
forest in the east and north; Hudson Bay lowlands and arctic tundra in the far north.

•

Major Industry
Agriculture, manufacturing, transportation, mining, forestry and hydroelectric energy

Diversity Gardens

ON THE HORIZON

•

Climate
Average Winnipeg temperature
January -18.8 C | July 19.8 C

Leafy Views
Diversity Gardens will be an indoor/outdoor garden in Assiniboine Park in Winnipeg that
showcases Canada’s multicultural heritage. The centrepiece is the Leaf, a stunning indoor biome
with four distinct personalities: a tropical biome, a Mediterranean biome, butterfly house and
floral displays.
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Ahhh, Spa
Elkhorn Resort near Riding Mountain National Park is adding another form of hydrotherapy to
its popular family waterpark and indoor spa. A new outdoor Nordic spa will include two hot
tubs, a temperate pool, a cold plunge, a dry sauna and steam sauna, as well as relaxation areas.
Take Flight
The Royal Aviation Museum of Western Canada will have a new majestic 86,000 sq. ft. home
at Winnipeg’s James A. Richardson International airport. Founded in 1974, this museum will
highlight Canada’s remarkable aviation history, educate on the science of flight, and inspire
future aviators.
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starters

Commune
Chase Northern Lights
It is 2 a.m. and -20°C. The sky is clear and the darkness is thick.
A fluorescent green swirl unfurls across the black. Suddenly the
entire sky illuminates with ethereal sheets of emerald green.
Churchill offers a variety of heated viewing vessels during the
winter Northern Lights season: an Aurora Dome, an Aurora Pod,
an Aurora Lounge, or from the open-air observation deck at the
Churchill Northern Studies Centre.

with Belugas

Go off the Beaten Track
Northern Manitoba is epic in natural beauty, full of Indigenous culture, and steeped in Canadiana history.
Road trip from Flin Flon to Thompson, also known as Manitoba’s waterfall alley, culminating with a view of
powerful Pisew Falls. In Gillam, take a boat journey on the heritage Hayes River to the remote fur trade relic
York Factory. Hike ancient glacial eskers at a fly-in wilderness lodge in the ‘land of little sticks’ near Nunavut.

Lock Eyes with a Polar Bear in the Wild
Churchill is the most accessible place in the world to view
polar bears in the wild. Bear sightings are common through
July to September, but October and November are prime
viewing months as the bears congregate at the shoreline of
Hudson Bay waiting for ice to form. Wildlife enthusiasts can
view bears from the safety of massive tundra vehicles or by
trekking by foot at fly-in tundra lodges.

Reel in a Big One
Hike, Bike and the

A Prairie Oasis

Great Outdoors

Riding Mountain National Park,
or Clear Lake (as the locals call it),
is a summer hub for generations
of prairie families. Eat, shop and
sunbathe in the charming Clear
Lake town site, or hike Gorge Creek
or Bald Hill for the most scenic views
of the park’s backcountry. Wildlife
lovers can go for a self-guided
driving safari to view bison at Lake
Audy. Accommodations range from
the family-focused Elkhorn Resort
to camping among the trees in an
oTENTik or MicrOcube.

Manitoba has 92 protected provincial
parks for exploring. Wake up at the
lake at an off-the-grid eco-cabin in
Whiteshell Provincial Park. Hike over
photogenic sand dunes in the desertlike setting of Spruce Wood Provincial
Park. Enjoy the isolated seaside vibe
and Icelandic heritage of HeclaGrindstone Provincial Park on Lake
Winnipeg. Discover true blue waters
at Clearwater Lake in Manitoba’s
north near The Pas.

With countless lakes and waterways
Manitoba does wilderness fishing very
well…and hospitality even better. Fishing
adventures at fly-in lodges are more than
reeling in the big catch: they are about
communing with nature, connecting with
Indigenous guides, devouring a fresh shore
lunch, and discovering Manitoba’s heritage.

Contemplate Human Rights
The Canadian Museum for Human Rights is extraordinary in its architecture and
powerful in its message. Permanent galleries showcase personal stories through
interactive, multimedia displays to educate visitors on worldwide human rights
issues. Hear Indigenous perspectives in a 360° storytelling theatre; learn global
human right history at an interactive wall map; study mass atrocities at a digital
table about human rights violation. This national museum inspires visitors to
think deep and be a voice for change.

Crack the Hermetic Code
Eat your Heart Out
Innovative kitchens at Nonsuch Brewing Co.,
Clementine Café, and Passero set the bar high for
Winnipeg’s restaurant scene. Trendy food halls such as
The Common at The Forks and Hargrave Street Market
downtown offer quality bites in a casual atmosphere.
Food and brew tours – such as Culinary Adventure
Co.’s Taste of Canada tour or Winnipeg Trolley Co.’s
Ale Trail – are a tasty way to explore the city.

On the Churchill River in July
and August visitors get up
close to thousands of beluga
whales in the wild. In a kayak,
be surrounded by pods of
surfacing whales. On a SUP,
get nudged off course by a
curious creature. During a
boat tour, listen below the
surface via hydrophone to
hear their chirps and whistles.

Concealed in the design of the Manitoba
Legislative Building are hieroglyphic
inscriptions, numerological codes and
Freemasonic symbols. These hidden
meanings have eluded politicians and
visitors for hundreds of years, and now
scholar Dr. Frank Albo reveals them all
during a mind-bending architecture tour:
The Hermetic Code.

Paddle a Wild River
Plunge your paddle into Manitoba’s isolated
waterways on a multi-day paddling adventure.
Sign up for a canoe-camping outing into the
backcountry of Nopiming Provincial Park or on
the Manigotagan River. Paddle the Bloodvein
River though the ‘land that gives life,’ UNESCO
site Pimachiowin Aki.

Go Ahead, Call us Winterpeg!
Winnipeg embraces its wintery reputation with cool outdoor
activities. At The Forks, ice skate through the heart of
downtown on the world-class river trail, and stop for a photo
in stylish warming huts. Climb to the top of a freestanding
ice-climbing tower for a view of downtown or lose yourself in
the world’s largest snow maze.

Go North in Winnipeg
Tour ‘Journey to Churchill’ at Assiniboine
Park Zoo for insight into arctic wildlife,
the fragile tundra ecosystem, climate
change, and northern Canadian culture.
Stand in an underwater viewing tunnel
as orphaned polar bears from Churchill
swim in the pools above you.

